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A new biography of Steve Jobs will be published in August, but with a difference: it's a 32-page comic book. Steve Jobs: The co-founder of Apple portrays the life of an irascible genius behind the Mac and iPhone in graphics, from birth to modern times. The supporting cast includes Steve Wozniak and Bill Gates, and the
book shows jobs at key events in his career, such as the launch of iPod.PCWorld managed to block previews of some pages, although Bluewater points out that these are work in progress, and that the pages were not yet colored or were talking bubbles put in. The $3.99 book is written by CW Cook, drawn by Chris
Schmidt, and covers art by Joe Phillips, who worked on DC comic titles. [Jobs] has been called innovator, risk, vision and genius. He was also called unscrupulous, anunya and corporate pirates. Both sides of this complex character, blurb claims are examined on the Bluewater website. Jobs love resumes. When iCon:
The Greatest Second Act was published in the unauthorised business history of John Wiley &amp; Sons, it was alleged that Jobs ordered each book by the publisher to be pulled from the shelves of Apple stores. However, perhaps because of his recent brushes with mortality, Walter Isaacson's recently authorized posts
to write iSteve: A Job Book, are due to be published next year. The book is eagerly anticipated, and is currently ranked #4 in the business biography section at Amazon.com.This is not the first time Bluewater has published a biography of a graphic novel of luminous technology. This year it's a profile of Facebook founder
and CEO Mark Zuckerberg in comic form, which was sold almost instantly. It is currently being expanded into a full-graphic novel, which will be published in September.Other biographies by Bluewater include those of radio celebrities Howard Stern, comediankathy Griffin, and green lantern star Ryan Reynolds. Note:
When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our link policy for more details. Sorry Tina Turner, Mother Nature doesn't need another hero. Five of them to be exact. Chlork Greenworks also gives them the attention and support -- a cash grant of $10,000 -- that
they deserve through the Green Heroes Grant program. Until February 28, stop by Green Works and nominate someone you consider an exceptional environmental leader in your neighborhood or community. Your cousin who is preparing an urban fertilization program, a community watershed cleaning regulator, and co-
workers who pay your employer to install bike racks outside the office ... You know the type - people who go beyond call of duty when it comes to green living and housekeeping. Or, let humility take a leave of absence and nominate yourself. Through the program, individuals (entire organizations and those in Sierra Club
classes and ineligible programs) will be selected to head environmental projects Get a grant of $10,000 k thank you for their good work. After the nomination period, a panel of judges -- the Sierra Club, Ekovbolus, and MNN columnist Josh Dorfman, aka the zombie environmentalist -- will select 10 finalists. The public will
be able to vote on their top choices from March 16 to April 10. The final five heroes will be announced on Earth Day. A brief note on one of my favorite topics: eco-friendly and homemade cleaning products. Although I tend to access the method, seventh generation, Ms. Meyer, and other niche brands, green business is a
reliable line, readily available from a big name like Clorox. This is not the first chlorox in natural lands. The company, most associated with bleaching detergents, acquired (not without controversy) the natural body care production line, Burt Bees, in late 2008. Anyhoo, I was pleased with the cleanliness of the bathroom
free of bleach so I jonesin to try out new biodegradable wipes. Across [TreeHugger] recently, I had the privilege of sitting down with five licensed operations nurses (LPNs) from the VA Sierra Nevada healthcare system at a quiet private airport in Reno, Nevada. We were waiting for their plane, courtesy of the U.S. Air
Force, to arrive and transport these heroes away to New Jersey. They were on their way to provide relief to the weary practitioners fighting the epidemic. These doctors volunteered to go to New Jersey to assist medical staff in nursing homes, where staff were extended to the breaking point where they cared for the
elderly. As I sat down with them, I realized that I have an honest admiration not only for these five individuals, but also for the entire VA healthcare team. Nurses are on their way to help in New Jersey. None of them regretted his decision to volunteer. Both work non-stop, 12-hour shifts (perhaps longer) with complete
strangers, caring for the elderly on the East Coast. They spoke pitifully and used phrases like this that I was born to do. We need nurses now more than ever so mentioned that they don't have a family here in Nevada and if she is asked to extend her short tour in New Jersey, she gladly. She hoped that it would inspire
someone to consider a career in health care. We need more nurses, she said, now than ever. The air force's C-21 jet arrived and three young crew members disembarked on the tarmac. Through the waiting room window, six of us made comments about the appearance of the crew in their army issued olive green
flysuits. We started making top-gun references. This one looks like Maverick, said one. If there is a goose, we are in a state of throbbing! Another said. Each one burst into laughter, which increased even further as three young service members entered the airport with a look of bewilderment in our sense of humor. Their
faces soon turned into comfortable smiles. They understood that this moment was necessary. God speed and travels safely and the pilot assured everyone that once Are fed, loaded, and checks before flying done, they will be on their way. The cabin crew honors me with pictures of them with our nurses and the plane. I
helped load LPN bags on to the plane and bid everyone in a safe flight. I stayed at the small airport to watch through the window until the wheels were off the ground. God's speed and safe journeys, I said aloud. I heard Amen from behind me and turned to see the luggage carrier had come to watch as well. For a nurse
who claimed she doesn't have a family here in Nevada, I beg to disagree. You have Virginia. Together we are strong, and together we are a family. Shane Whitecloud is a Navy veteran and public affairs officer in the Sierra Nevada health care system. Go to content go to the footer of The Yankee Sports Illustrator and
friends swinging in direct action. When a ten-year-old baseball movie named Yankee (Austin) tested his gumption titled Everyone's Hero, it's quite unlikely that a pint-sized Babylon will let us down. But although the thrill lacks this harmless animated feature - Christopher Reeve's final project before his death in 2004 - it
makes up for it with an attractive collection of characters, most notably a modern ball stealing scene named Screwie (Rainer). The movie villain is a stuttering Chicago Cubs pitcher who criticizes Darlene, the lucky Babe Ruth bat, in the hope that it will destroy the slug's chances of winning the 1932 World Series. When
the crime is attached to the father of the Yankee guard, the brave boy hooks with Screwie. The two heads to the Pennsylvania station to locate the pinched bat (Goldberg), whose effect of a southern belle accent suggests that it may be a rehearsal for the production of solid magnolia. The rest of the story follows the
Yankee's burgeoning friendship with bat and ball as they travel to Chicago to bring Darlene' back to Ruth, their journey culminating in an opportunity for the Yankees to demonstrate his newly discovered courage and athletic prowess to the world. Despite borrowing penetrating baseball as a life, everyone's hero has
enough charm to cause a rise in sales of sports equipment.- Erin Clements (see now playing for places).) Published: Thursday September 14 2006 Eva Catalin/Getty Images Comic books filled with characters, the most dynamic are story heroes. If you pay attention to fonts and coloring, you will notice that these are
rather simple graphics. With a little help and a few tricks, you can learn how to draw your comic book hero. This lesson will show you how comic book artists approach the character. It starts with a basic frame, continues with the outline of the details, and then ends it with a large dark-colored superhero costume. Once
you know the basics, you can develop your personality and work on drawing it in different business positions. Personal development is the first step to creating a comic strip or book, and the process is a lot of fun. Illustration: Sean Encarnacion. About.com, 2017 The first step in drawing your comic book Is the
construction of a simplified skeleton. This is the basic structure that defines its body and shape. It also determines the situation in which he will be, including his arms, legs, torso and head. In this case, our hero is in a forward dash - almost mid-jump - with his arms up to show off those strong muscles. The skeleton also
makes sure to get a figure figure in proportion. The goal is to create a simple and clear rule on which you'll build your comic book hero. Don't get skewed by too much detail, focus on basic shapes right now. Start drawing with a pencil so you can erase these instructions later. Use simple shapes such as circles and
geometric outlines for each of the main body parts. Connect these lines with simple, individual lines of the arms, legs and spine. It's also a good idea to add lines centered on his face. This cross of two lines — one vertical horizontal — will help you place the facial features symmetrically and determine the direction in
which it is looking. Illustration: Sean Encarnacion. About.com, 2017 It's time now to select the hero of your comic book. These lines will appear in the final drawing, so keep them soft and flowing. This figure is based on a real human anatomy but a little exaggerated for dramatic effect after all, the comic book hero must
look super strong! Take your time and draw one section at a time, for example. Note how darker lines are used for the body master plan and thinner lines are used to determine the details. You may find it easier to draw his torso first, then work up the neck, and down each end. This gives you an excellent foundation to
build on. Focus on the external chart first and return later to fill in the details. Some people prefer to work on the last face while others like to do it right away. Either way, it's the key to giving your hero a personality, so take your time on his eyes and mouth. Draw each muscle line in one fluid movement. Use lighter
compression at the beginning and end of each line to give them more focus and dimension. While working, wipe the unnecessary skeleton lines. If you will track your character on another sheet of paper it is ok to leave it can be traced in ink, and the lines should also be nice and clean. Illustration: Sean Encarnacion.
About.com, 2017 now it's time to finish the outfit and add some colors. If you use colored pencils, keep them sharp and shade patiently for nice, smooth finishes. This hero is African-American, so his skin is a deep brown color. Like many comic book characters, costume has bold colors with a lot of contrast. Bastille
doesn't visualize the power that we're going to, so choose colors that have some power behind them. Once you're done, try drawing the same character in another make-up action. The best comic book artists can repeat their characters in a variety of scenes, so give it a try with this guy. Man.
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